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CHAPTER 4  

Temporal Co-orientation Pattern Mining 
 
 

In this chapter, we formally give the definitions of the temporal co-orientation patterns.  

Temporal co-orientation patterns refer to the common patterns of changes of spatial 

co-orientation among image sequences.  Two kinds of patterns, coarse and fine temporal 

co-orientation patterns, are introduced.  The fine temporal co-orientation pattern is similar to 

the coarse temporal co-orientation pattern with the exception of the interestingness 

constraints. 

First, we define the coarse spatial co-orientation patterns in spatio-temporal databases, 

and introduce coarse temporal co-orientation patterns.  We investigate a three-stage 

algorithm, CTPMiner, for coarse temporal co-orientation pattern mining.  Then we define 

the fine spatial co-orientation patterns in spatio-temporal databases, and introduce the fine 

temporal co-orientation patterns.  Finally, we also investigate another three-stage algorithm, 

FTPMiner, for fine temporal co-orientation pattern mining. 

 

4.1 Coarse Temporal Co-orientation Pattern Mining 

Definition 4.1   Let a spatio-temporal database STDB={V1, V2, …, VN} be a set of image 

sequences.  Each image sequence Vi is an ordered list of images, sorted by time in increasing 

order.  We denote a sequence Vi by {fi,1, fi,2,…,fi,ni}, where fi,j is the j-th image of Vi and ni is 

the  total number of images in Vi.  Each image fi,j ={(O1, X1, Y1), (O2, X2, Y2),…, (Omk, Xmk, 

Ymk)} is a set of triples, where ∀h, 1≤h≤mk, Oh is an object type, and (Xh,Yh) is the location of 
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an object Oh.  Note that we regard each image of sequences as a symbolic picture.  In this 

thesis, we shorten the notation Vi={fi,1, fi,2,…,fi,ni} to V={f1, f2,…,fni} if recognizing the 

different videos is not necessary. 

 

Example 4.1. Figure 4.1 shows a spatio-temporal database STDB of three image sequences. In 

this example, STDB={V1, V2, V3}, where V1={f1,1, f1,2, f1,3, f1,4, f1,5, f1,6}, V2={f2,1, f2,2, f2,3, f2,4, 

f2,5} and V3={f3,1, f3,2, f3,3, f3,4, f3,5, f3,6}.  An example of an image, f1,1 ={(A, 2, 2), (B, 4, 2), 

(C, 2, 4), (E, 1, 1)}. 

 

  C   A    C A     A
V1        C B B A      C

  A  B D    E   C   B
 E     B   A C D B  D  D
  f1,1   f1,2  f1,3 f1,4 f1,5    f1,6
              
 A      C  B A A A C    

V2 D   C     C   B   
        B E B      
  B    E  A C D D     
  f2,1   f2,2  f2,3 f2,4 f2,5     
              
      A   A C A B     E A

V3 A     C   C B      B
    C    B B E  E    
 E B   E    D A   D   D
  f3,1   f3,2  f3,3 f3,4 f3,5    f3,6
              

Figure 4.1: A spatio-temporal database STDB. 

 

Definition 4.2  A symbolic picture g is said to be contained in a sequence of symbolic 
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pictures V={f1, f2,…,fni} iff there exists an integer 1≤j≤ni such that g is a subpicture of fnj, 

denoted as g⊆fnj.  Note that the definition of a subpicture is given in Definition 3.4. 

 

Definition 4.3  Given a spatio-temporal database STDB, the global support of a symbolic 

picture g is the percentage of sequences in STDB that contain the symbolic picture g.  If the 

global support of a symbolic picture g is greater than or equal to a given minimum global 

support threshold, minGSup, g is a coarse spatial co-orientation pattern of STDB.  The 

size of the coarse temporal co-orientation pattern g is the number of objects occurring in g.  

A coarse spatial co-orientation pattern of size n is called a size-n coarse spatial 

co-orientation pattern.  A coarse spatial co-orientation pattern g is maximal if g is not 

contained in any other coarse spatial co-orientation pattern of STDB. 

 

Table 4.1: Parts of coarse spatial co-orientation patterns of Figure 4.1. 

 Pattern GSup. Pattern GSup. Pattern GSup.

Size-2 

 
 A   

{  B } 

 p1    

100%

 
 B   

{ A  }

 p2    

67% 

 
 A   

{  C } 

 p3    

100%

Size-3 

 
 A    

{   B } 

 D    

 p4    

100%

 
  C   

{   B }

 E    

 p5    

100%

 
 A    

{ D   } 

   B  

 p6    

67% 

Size-4 

 
 A     

    C  

{   B  } 

 D     

 p7     

67% 
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Example 4.2  Given a spatio-temporal database STDB, in Figure 4.1, with the minimum 

global support threshold minGSup 50%, Table 4.1 shows some of the coarse spatial 

co-orientation patterns.  In Table 4.1, the symbolic pictures p1, p2, and p3 are size-2 coarse 

spatial co-orientation patterns, and the symbolic pictures p4, p5, and p6 are size-3 coarse 

spatial co-orientation patterns.  The symbolic picture p7 is a size-4 coarse spatial 

co-orientation pattern. 

 

Definition 4.4  Let fs
1 and fs

2 be two sets of symbolic pictures.  A set of symbolic pictures fs
1 

is said to be contained in a set of symbolic pictures fs
2 , iff for each symbolic picture g∈fs

1, 

there exists a symbolic picture g’∈fs
2 such that g⊆g’. 

 

Definition 4.5  Let Fs
1={fs

1,1, fs
1,2,…, fs

1,m} be a sequence of sets of symbolic pictures.  That 

is, each element of Fs
1, fs

1,j, 1 ≤ j ≤ m, is a set of symbolic pictures.  A sequence Fs
1 is said to 

be contained in a sequence Fs
2={fs

2,1, fs
2,2,…, fs

2,n}, iff there exist integers 1≤ i1＜i2＜…＜im≤ 

n such that for each j∈{1,…,m}, fs
1,j⊆fs

2,ij.  

 

Example 4.3  Given two sequences Fs
1={fs

1,1, fs
1,2} and Fs

2={fs
2,1, fs

2,2, fs
2,3} in Figure 4.2.  

Fs
1 is contained in Fs

2, because there exist integers 1≤i1＜i2≤3, where i1=1 and i2=3, such that 

for each symbolic picture g in fs
1,1, there exists a symbolic picture g’ in fs

2,1 such that g⊆g’, 

and for each symbolic picture g in fs
1,2, there exists a symbolic picture g’ in fs

2,3 such that g⊆

g’. 
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   A    A     C        
Fs

1 < {   C , D } → {   B } >      
    B       E         
      fs

1,1      fs
1,2        

         
   A     A  E    A   C   

Fs
2 < { D  C } → {   C } → { D ,   B } >

    B     B       E    
   fs

2,1   fs
2,2     fs

2,3    

Figure 4.2: Example of two sequences of sets of symbolic pictures. 

 

Definition 4.6  Given a spatio-temporal database STDB.  Let Fs={fs
1, fs

2,…, fs
m} be a 

sequence of sets of symbolic pictures.  The global support of Fs is the percentage of 

sequences in STDB that contain Fs.  Fs is the coarse temporal co-orientation pattern of 

STDB if (1) ∀i∈{1,…,m}, each symbolic picture in fs
i is a coarse spatial co-orientation 

pattern of STDB and the size of fs
i is greater than or equal to 2, and (2) the global support of Fs 

is greater than or equal to a given minimum global support threshold, minGSup.   

 

Definition 4.7  Given a coarse temporal co-orientation pattern Fs={fs
1, fs

2,…, fs
n}.  The 

length of the coarse temporal co-orientation pattern Fs is the number of sets of symbolic 

pictures of Fs.  A coarse temporal co-orientation pattern of length n is called a length-n 

coarse temporal co-orientation pattern.  Note that a coarse spatial co-orientation pattern is 

also a length-1 coarse temporal co-orientation pattern if the size of this pattern is greater than 

or equal to 2.  A coarse temporal co-orientation pattern Fs is called a maximal coarse 

temporal co-orientation pattern if Fs is not contained in any other coarse temporal 

co-orientation pattern of STDB. 
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Length-1   D        C       A      
  < {  B } > , < {   B } > , < {    C } >
           E          B    
                   D      
    p1       p2        p3      

                         
     A   C                 
  < { E  ,   B } >              
       E                  
    p4                     

                         
Length-2    A   C     A            
  < { E  ,   B } → {    C } >       
       E        B          
             D            
    p5                     

                         
     C     A               
  < {   B } → {   C } >           
    E       B              
    p6                     

                         
Length-3   A       E    A          
  < {   C } → { A  } → {   B } >      
     B          D          
    p7                     

Figure 4.3: A part of coarse temporal co-orientation patterns. 

 

Example 4.4  Given a spatio-temporal database STDB shown in Figure 4.1, with the 

minimum global support threshold minGSup 50%, Figure 4.3 shows some of the coarse 
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temporal co-orientation patterns.  p6 is not a maximal coarse temporal co-orientation pattern 

because it is contained in p5.   

 

   
f1 f2 f3 

  
f4 f5 

Figure 4.4: Example of a basketball game video data [49]. 

 

 
 

8       8      8 9      9
    7      7 31     31  8   
   9      9      7      
      31             7  
 31                    
  18      18    18     18    

Figure 4.5: Symbolic pictures of a basketball game video data. 
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Example 4.5  A video data can be regard as a sequence of images in time order.  Figure 4.4 

shows one shot of consecutive images in a basketball game video data.  The marked objects 

in Figure 4.4 are players.  If we like to analyze the tactics of players, object 7, object 8, 

object 9, object18 and object 31, we could transform these images to symbolic pictures 

according to their relative positions.  Figure 4.5 is an example of symbolic pictures 

transformed from images, f1, f3, f4 and f5, in Figure 4.4. 

 

To solve the problem of mining temporal co-orientation patterns, we also employ the 2D 

representation to represent symbolic pictures.  Given a spatio-temporal database of 

sequences of symbolic pictures, the problem of coarse temporal co-orientation patter mining 

thus becomes the discovery of the frequent sequences of sets of 2D strings among a database 

of sequences of 2D strings.  Each such frequent sequence of sets of 2D string is a coarse 

temporal co-orientation pattern. 

 

4.2 CTPMiner Algorithm 

In this section, we propose the three-stage algorithm, CTPMiner, to discover the coarse 

temporal co-orientation patterns.  The proposed approach consists of three stages of 

processes.  The first stage is discovering all size-2 coarse spatial co-orientation patterns from 

a given spatio-temporal database STDB.  The second stage transforms the problem into that 

of sequential pattern mining.  The last stage reconstructs the symbolic pictures from the 

discovered patterns of the second stage. 

Figure 4.6 shows the detail of CTPMiner algorithm for discovering coarse temporal 
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co-orientation patterns.  In Figure 4.6, at first, we preprocess the given spatio-temporal 

database STDB to transform each symbolic picture of sequences in STDB to a 2D string, and 

then generate the database STDB2D.  The first stage is from step 3 to step 9, and we generate 

all size-2 coarse spatial co-orientation patterns in this stage.  In this stage, firstly, we scan 

STDB2D to generate all size-1 coarse spatial co-orientation patterns O1.  Then we generate 

candidates of size-2 coarse spatial co-orientation patterns CO2 in step 4.  The detail of 

GenCandidate function is show in Figure 4.7.  From step 5 to step 9, we count the global 

support of each candidate c in CO2, and insert it to O2 if it is frequent.   

 

Input: A spatio-temporal database STDB, and a minimum global support 
threshold minGSup 

Output: A set of coarse temporal co-orientation patterns FP 
Variables: STDB2D: a set of sequences of sets of 2D strings 

Ok: a set of size-k coarse spatial co-orientation patterns 
         COk: a set of candidate size-k coarse spatial co-orientation patterns 

Pint: a set of integers 
STDBint: a database of sequences of sets of integers 
FPint: a set of frequent sequences of sets of integers 

Steps: 
1. STDB2D=preprocess(STDB); 
2. //1st stage 
3. Scan STDB2D to generate O1; 
4. CO2=GenCandidate(O1); 
5. For each c in CO2 
6.   Scan STDB2D to count the global support of c; 
7.   If c is frequent then insert c to O2; 
8. End 
9. //2nd stage 
10. Pint=UID(O2); 
11. STDBint =TranI(STDB2D, Pint, O2);  
12. FPint=SeqMiner(STDBint); 
13. //3rd stage 
14. FP=TranII(FPint, Pint, O2); 
15. Return FP; 

Figure 4.6: CTPMiner algorithm. 
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Input: A set of size-1 coarse spatial co-orientation patterns O1 
Output: A set of candidate size-k coarse spatial co-orientation patterns CO2 
Steps: 
1. Sort O1; 
2. For each o in O1  
3.   For each o’ in O1 where order(o)<order(o’) 
4.     Insert (o’<o, o’<o), (o’<o, o’=o), and (o’<o, o’>o) to CO2; 
5.     Insert (o=o’, o<o’) and (o=o’, o>o’) to CO2; 
6.     Insert (o<o’, o<o’), (o<o’, o=o’), and (o<o’, o>o’) to CO2; 
7.   End 
8. End 
9. Return CO2; 

Figure 4.7: Algorithm of GenCandidate function. 

 

Input: A 2D string database STDB2D, a set of integers Pint, and a set of 
size-2 coarse spatial co-orientation patterns O2 

Output: A database STDBint 
Variables: p: an integer, Ij: an itemset, and Sint: a sequence of itemsets 
Steps: 
1. Let S2D=< f1, f2,…, fm > where fi is a 2D string; 
2. Let Sint =< I1, I2,…, In > where n≤m; 
3. For each sequence S2D in STDB2D 
4.   j=1; 
5.   For each fi in S2D 
6.     For each q in O2 
7.       If q is contained in fi then 
8.       Insert p in Pint with respect to q to Ij; 
9.     End 
10.     If (Ij!=NULL) then j++;    
11.   End 
12.   Insert Sint to STDBint; 
13. End  
14. Return STDBint; 

Figure 4.8: Algorithm of TranI function. 
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Input: A set of frequent sequences of itemsets FPint, a set of integers Pint, 
and a set of size-2 coarse spatial co-orientation patterns O2 

Output: A set of coarse temporal co-orientation patterns FP 
Variables: Sint: a sequence of sets of integers 
        S2D: a sequence of sets of coarse spatial co-orientation patterns 

T: a table 
        Fj: a size-j coarse spatial co-orientation pattern 
Steps: 
1. Let Sint=< I1, I2,…, Im > where Ii is a set of integers; 
2. Let S2D=< I’1, I’2,…, I’m > where I’i is a set of 2D strings; 
3. For each Sint in FPint 
4.   Generate S2D from Sint;  
5.   For each Ii in Sint 
6.     j=3; 
7.     While(|Ii|≥(j)*(j-1)/2){ 
8.       L=GenCombination((j)*(j-1)/2, Ii); 
9.       For each l in L 
10.         Fj =GenFP(l, T); 
11.         Insert Fj into I’i; 
12.       End 
13.       j++; 
14.     } 
15.     Max(I’i); 
16.   End 
17. End 
18. FP=∪S2D; 
19. Return FP; 

Figure 4.9: Algorithm of TranII function. 

 

The second stage is from step 10 to step 14.  In step 10, each coarse spatial 

co-orientation pattern in O2 is assigned a unique item number, and a hash table of item 
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numbers Pint with respect to all patterns in O2 is generated.  According to Pint, we transform 

each sequence of STDB2D to a sequence of itemsets.  In other words, each symbolic picture 

is transformed into an itemset. For each symbolic picture, each size-2 spatial co-orientation 

pattern contained in it constitutes the transformed itemset.  The detail of the transformation 

function TranI is shown in Figure 4.8.  After the transformation, sequential pattern mining 

algorithm[32] is utilized to generate all frequent sequence of itemsets. 

The last stage generates the coarse temporal co-orientation patterns by transforming each 

itemset into a set of symbolic pictures.  Note that each item corresponds to a size-2 symbolic 

picture.  It seems straight-foward to transform each itemset into a set of size-2 symbolic 

pictures.  However, the patterns what we wish are the maximal temporal co-orientation 

patterns.  It is essential that the transformation should be performed such that the symbolic 

picture is as maximal as possible.  This stage proceeds similarly to the Apriori-based 

approach for frequent itemset mining.  The detailed procedures of the function TranII to 

perform this transformation is shown in Figure 4.9. 

In Figure 4.7, we sort patterns of O1 according to characters in the beginning.  From 

step 2 to step 8, we join two size-1 coarse spatial co-orientation patterns in O1 to generate all 

candidates of size-2 coarse spatial co-orientation patterns. 

 

Example 4.6  Given the spatio-temproal database STDB in Figure 4.1, the 2D string database 

STDB2D is shown in Table 4.2.  Let minGSup be 50%.  Table 4.3 shows the sorted O1 of 

Figure 4.1 in 2D strings representation.  All cases of generating candidates of size-2 coarse 

spatial co-orientation patterns by joining (A,A) and (B,B) is shown in Figure 4.10.  Then we 

derive all size-2 coarse spatial co-orientation patterns.  We assign a unique integer UID for 

each size-2 coarse spatial co-orientation pattern.  Table 4.4 shows all size-2 coarse spatial 
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co-orientation patterns with UID.  According to Table 4.2 and Table 4.4, we generate a 

database STDBint which is shown in Table 4.5. 

 

Table 4.2: 2D string database STDB2D. 

TID Sequence 

V1 
< (E<A=C<B, E<A=B<C) (A=D<B<C, B<D<C<A) (A<E<C<B, A<E<B<C) 
(C<A=D<B, C=D<B<A) (A<B<C=D, B=D<C<A) (A=D<B<C, D<B<C<A) > 

V2 
< (A=D<B<C, B<C=D<A) (E<C<B=A, A=E<B<C) (B=C<A=E, C<E<A=B) 
(A=D<B<C, D<B<C<A) (A=D<C<B, D<B<A=C) > 

V3 
< (A=E<B<C, B=E<C<A) (E<A=C<B, E<B<C<A) (A=D<B<C, D<B<C<A) 
(E<C<A=B, E<B<A=C) (A=B<E<D, A=D<E<B) (E<A=D<B, D<B<A=E) > 

 

Table 4.3: The sorted O1. 

order 1 2 3 4 5 
O1 (A,A) (B,B) (C,C) (D,D) (E,E) 

 

 

A + B = {  A   B   
(A,A)  (B,B)   B  , B A ,  A  

     (B<A,B<A) (B<A,A=B) (B<A,A<B) 
           

     B  A    
     A  , B     
     (A=B,A<B) (A=B,B<A)   
            
      B   A   
     A  , A B ,  B }
     (A<B,A<B) (A<B,A=B) (A<B,B<A) 
        

Figure 4.10: Example of candidate generation in Figure 4.7. 
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Table 4.4: UID of all size-2 coarse spatial co-orientation patterns.  

UID Pattern UID Pattern UID Pattern 

1 
A   

{  B } 
(A<B, B<A) 

7 
A

{ E }
(A=E, E<A) 

13 
  B  
{ D  } 
(D<B, D<B) 

2 
 B   
{ A  } 
(A=B, A<B) 

8 
 E A  
{   }
 (E<A, A=E) 

14 
 B   
{  E } 
(B<E, E<B) 

3 
 A   
{  C } 
(A<C, C<A) 

9 
  A  
{ E  }
(E<A, E<A) 

15 
  B  
{ E  } 
(E<B, E<B) 

4 
  A  
{ C  } 
(C<A, C<A) 

10 
  C  
{ B  }
(B<C, B<C) 

16 
  C  
{ D  } 
(D<C, D<C) 

5 
 A   
{ D  } 
(A=D, D<A) 

11 
 C   
{  B }
(C<B, B<C) 

17 
  C  
{ E  } 
(E<C, E<C) 

6 
  E  
{ A  } 
(A<E, A<E) 

12 
 D   
{  B }
(D<B, B<D) 

  

 

Table 4.5: Example of a database STDBint. 

TID Sequence 
V1 <(9,11,15,17)(1,3,5,10,12,16)(6,11,15,17)(1,4,5,13)(1,3,10)(1,3,5,10,13,16)>
V2 <(1,3,5,10,12)(2,8,11,15,17)(4,7,14)(1,3,5,10,13,16)(1,5,11,13,16)> 
V3 <(1,3,7,10,17)(1,9,11,15,17)(1,3,5,10,13,16)(9,11,15,17)(2,6,14)(1,5,8,13)>
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In Figure 4.9, we generate size-j (j≥3) coarse co-orientation patterns according to each 

itemset of sequential patterns in FPint from step 3 to step 19.  Since a size-j coarse 

co-orientation pattern is constituted of C(j, 2) size-2 coarse co-orientation patterns, we select 

C(j, 2) integers from the itemset in a sequential pattern in FPint in step 9.  We generate all 

combinations and record these in L.  As we select a combination l from L, we replace 

integers in l to the corresponding UID of size-(j-1) coarse spatial co-orientation patterns.  

Then we derive an itemset l’ it the beginning in step 11.  We join two size-(j-1) coarse spatial 

co-orientation patterns with respect to two distinct integers in l’ to generate candidate size-j 

coarse co-orientation patterns.  Then we prune candidates by checking directional 

relationship of the other size-(j-1) coarse spatial co-orientation patterns to derive the only 

size-j coarse co-orientation pattern.   

 

Table 4.6: Example of GenCombination function. 

 

 

Example 4.7  Given the spatio-temproal database STDB in Figure 4.1 and minGSup 50%, 

j I L 

3 1 {(9,11,15),(9,11,17),(9,15,17),(11,15,17)} 

3 2 {(1,3,10)} 

3 3 {(1,3,5),(1,3,10),(1,3,13),(1,3,16),(1,5,10), 

(1,5,13),(1,5,16),(1,10,13),(1,10,16),(1,13,16), 

(3,5,10),(3,5,13),(3,5,16),(3,10,13),(3,10,16), 

(3,13,16),(5,10,13),(5,10,16),(5,13,16),(10,13,16)} 

4 3 {(1,3,5,10,13,16)} 
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Table 4.5 shows a database STDBint.  We generate FPint from Table 4.5.  For instance, 

Sint={ I1, I2 }={(9,11,15,17)(1,3,5,10,13,16)} is a pattern in FPint.  According to j and Ii, 

Table 4.6 shows the step 9 in Figure 4.9.  In Figure 4.9, the step 11 generate size-j coarse 

spatial co-orientation pattern according to l in L.  If j=3 and l=(11,15,17), we join two size-2 

coarse spatial co-orientation patterns 11 and 15 to generate size-3 coarse spatial co-orientation 

pattern.  Figure 4.11 shows all candidates by joining 11 and 15.  Then we prune p2 and p3 

with respect to the size-2 coarse spatial co-orientation pattern 17.   Therefore, we generate a 

size-3 coarse spatial co-orientation pattern p1 from l=(11,15,17), and record it in T, as shown 

in Table 4.7.  If j=4 and l=(1,3,5,10,13,16), we firstly translate l to l’={18,19,20,21}, where 

each UID in l’ is corresponding to a size-3 coarse spatial co-orientation pattern.  We join two 

size-3 coarse spatial co-orientation patterns 18 and 19 to generate all candidates of size-3 

coarse spatial co-orientation patterns.  Then we prune candidates according to other size-3 

coarse spatial co-orientation patterns in l’ to get only one size-4 coarse spatial co-orientation 

pattern.  Figure 4.12 shows size-3 and size-4 coarse spatial co-orientation patterns of Table 

4.7.  Finally, Sint={(9,11,15,17)(1,3,5,10,13,16)} is restored as Figure 4.13. 

 

  C      B    C  C    C     
 {  B } + { E  } = {   B ,   B ,   B }  
 UID=11  UID=15  E   E     E    
            p1   p2    p3    

                       

Figure 4.11: Example of generating size-3 candidate coarse spatial co-orientation pattern. 
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Table 4.7: Example of T in Figure 4.9. 

j UID l 2D String 

3 18 (1,5,13) (A=D<B, D<B<A) 

3 19 (1,3,10) (A<B<C, B<C<A) 

3 20 (3,5,16) (A=D<C, D<C<A) 

3 21 (10,13,16) (D<B<C, D<B<C) 

3 22 (11,15,17) (E<C<B, E<B<C) 

3 23 (1,5,12) (A=D<B, B<D<A) 

4 24 (1,3,5,10,13,16) (A=D<B<C, D<B<C<A) 

 

Size-3  A      A     A       C  
  {   B } , {   C } , {  C } , {  B  }
   D       B    D     D    
   p18     p19    p20     p21   

                    

   C     A              

  {   B } ,  D              

   E        B            

   p22     p23            

                    

Size-4  A                    

      C                 

  {   B  }                

   D                    

   p24                 

Figure 4.12: Example of size-3 and size-4 coarse spatial co-orientation pattern. 
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   C   A    A      
< {   B , E  } → {   C } >  
  E         B     
          D      
                

Figure 4.13: Example of the restoration. 

 

4.3 Fine Temporal Co-orientation Pattern Mining 

In this section, we firstly define a locally contain relation between a symbolic picture and a 

sequence of images for a stricter definition of spatial patterns, the fine spatial co-orientation 

patterns.  Then we extend the temporal co-orientation patterns with more constraints and 

introduce the fine temporal co-orientation patterns. 

 

Definition 4.8  Given a sequence of images V={f1, f2,…, fn}.  The local support of a 

symbolic picture g with respect to V is the percentage of symbolic pictures in V that contain 

the symbolic picture g.  If the local support of a symbolic picture g with respect to V is 

greater than or equal to a given minimum local support threshold, minLSup, g is said to be 

locally contained in the sequence V, and the sequence V is said to locally contains this 

symbolic picture g. 

 

Definition 4.9  Given the spatio-temporal database STDB.  The global support of a 

symbolic picture g is the percentage of sequences in STDB that locally contain the symbolic 

picture g.  If the global support of a symbolic picture g is greater than or equal to a given 

minimum global support threshold, minGSup, g is a fine spatial co-orientation pattern of 

STDB. 
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Example 4.8  Consider the spatio-temporal database STDB shown in Figure 4.1.  The 

symbolic picture p9 in Table 4.4 is a subpicture of f3,2 and f3,4 in the sequence V3 so that the 

local support of p9 with respect to V3 is 33.3%.  If minLSup is 33%, p9 is locally contained in 

V3.  However, p8 in Table 4.4 is not locally contained in V3 because the local support of p8 

with respect to V3 is 16.7%.   

 

Definition 4.10  Given two sequences Fs
1={fs

1,1, fs
1,2,…, fs

1,n} and Fs
2={fs

2,1, fs
2,2,…, fs

2,m}, 

where each fs
1,j, 1≤ j≤ n, and each fs

2,j, 1≤ j≤ m, are sets of symbolic pictures, and a 

window-size, Fs
1 w-contains Fs

2 if there exist integers 1≤i1＜i2＜…＜im≤n such that (1) ∀j, 

1≦j≦m,  fs
2,j⊆fs

1,ij, and (2) im-i1+1 ≤ w.  

 

 

Figure 4.14: Example of w-contain relation. 

 

Example 4.9  Consider three sequences Fs
1={fs

1,1, fs
1,2, fs

1,3, fs
1,4, fs

1,5}, Fs
2={fs

2,1, fs
2,2, fs

2,3}, 

and Fs
3={fs

3,1, fs
3,2, fs

3,3} in Figure 4.14.  Let the window-size w be 4.  Fs
1 w-contains Fs

2, 
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because there exists integers 1≤i1＜i2＜i3≤5, where i1=2, i2=3 and i3=4, such that (1) ∀ j, 

1≤j≤3, fs
2,j⊆fs

1,ij, and (2) i3-i1+1 ≤ 4.  Fs
1 does not w-contain Fs

3.  There exists integers 1≤i1

＜i2＜i3≤5, where i1=1, i2=2 and i3=5, such that ∀ j, 1≤j≤3, fs
2,j⊆fs

1,ij, but i3-i1+1 > 4.  

Hence, it only satisfies the first condition. 

 

Definition 4.11  Given the spatio-temporal database STDB and a window-size w, The global 

support of Fs, where Fs={fs
1, fs

2,…, fs
m} is a sequence of sets of symbolic pictures, is the 

percentage of sequences in STDB that w-contain Fs.  Fs is a fine temporal co-orientation 

pattern of STDB if (1)∀ i∈{1,…,m}, each symbolic picture in fs
i is a fine spatial 

co-orientation pattern of STDB and the size of fs
i is greater than or equal to 2, and (2) the 

global support of Fs is greater than or equal to a given minimum global support threshold, 

minGSup.   

 

Definition 4.12  Given a fine temporal co-orientation pattern Fs={fs
1, fs

2,…, fs
n}. The length 

of the fine temporal co-orientation pattern Fs is the number of sets of symbolic pictures of Fs.  

A fine temporal co-orientation pattern of length n is called a length-n fine temporal 

co-orientation pattern.  Note that a fine spatial co-orientation pattern is also a length-1 fine 

temporal co-orientation pattern if the size of this pattern is greater than or equal to 2.  A fine 

temporal co-orientation pattern Fs is called a maximal fine temporal co-orientation pattern 

if Fs is not contained in any other fine temporal co-orientation pattern of STDB. 

4.4 FTPMiner Algorithm 

In this section, we propose another three-stage approach, FTPMiner, to discover the fine 

temporal co-orientation patterns.  FTPMiner algorithm is modified from CTPMiner 
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algorithm.  This approach also includes three stages of processes.  The main differences 

between these two algorithms are the sequential pattern mining process of the second stage 

and the pattern restoring process of the third stage.  The detail of this approach is shown in 

Figure 4.15. 

 
Input: A spatio-temporal database STDB, and a minimum local support 

threshold minLSup, a minimum global support threshold minGSup, and 
a window-size w 

Output: A set of fine temporal co-orientation patterns FP 
Variables: STDB2D: a set of sequences of sets of 2D strings 

Ok: a set of size-k fine spatial co-orientation patterns 
         COk: a set of candidate size-k fine spatial co-orientation patterns 

Pint: a set of integers 
STDBint: a database of sequences of sets of integers 
FPint: a set of frequent sequences of sets of integers 

Steps: 
1. STDB2D=preprocess(STDB); 
2. //1st stage 
3. Scan STDB2D to generate O1; 
4. CO2=GenCandidate(O1); 
5. For each c in CO2 
6.   Scan STDB2D to check if c is frequent; 
7.   If c is frequent then insert c to O2; 
8. End 
9. //2nd stage 
10. Pint=UID(O2); 
11. STDBint =TranI(STDB2D, Pint, O2);  
12. FPint=SeqMiner(STDBint, w); 
13. //3rd stage 
14. FP=TranIII(STDBint, FPint, Pint, O2); 
15. Return FP; 

Figure 4.15: FTPMiner algorithm. 
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Input: A database of sequences of sets of integers STDBint, a set of frequent 
sequences of itemsets FPint, a set of integers Pint, and a set of size-2 fine 
spatial co-orientation patterns O2 

Output: A set of fine temporal co-orientation patterns FP 
Variables: Sint: a sequence of sets of integers 
        S2D: a sequence of sets of fine spatial co-orientation patterns 

T, T’: a table 
t: a set of integers with respect to a size-n candidate fine spatial 

co-orientation pattern 
        Cj: a size-j candidate spatial co-orientation pattern 
Steps: 
1. Let Sint=< I1, I2,…, Im > where Ii is a set of integers; 
2. Let S2D=< I’1, I’2,…, I’m > where I’i is a set of 2D strings; 
3. For each Sint in FPint 
4.   Generate S2D from Sint;  
5.   For each Ii in Sint 
6.     j=3; 
7.     While(|Ii|≥(j)*(j-1)/2){ 
8.       L=GenCombination((j)*(j-1)/2, Ii); 
9.       For each l in L 
10.         Cj =GenCP(l, T); 
11.         Insert Cj into I’i; 
12.       End 
13.       j++; 
14.     } 
15.     Max(I’i); 
16.     Insert I’i to S2D; 
17.   End 
18. End 
19. For each t in T 
20.   Scan STDBint to check if t is frequent; 
21.   If t is not frequent then prune t from T and insert t to T’; 
22. End 
23. prune(S2D, T’); 
24. FP=∪S2D; 
25. Return FP; 

Figure 4.16: Algorithm of TranIII function. 
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In Figure 4.15, it is similar to CTPMiner algorithm from step 1 to step 11.  The 

difference between FTPMiner algorithm and CTPMiner algorithm is that the former need to 

check the local support of fine spatial co-orientation patterns as generating size-1 and size-2 

fine spatial co-orientation patterns. 

In step 12, we need to check window size w to generate sequential patterns.  This step is 

different from sequential pattern mining in CTPMiner algorithm.  Several work [20][38] on 

sequential pattern mining with time constraints have been developed.  Any of the these 

constrani-based sequential pattern mining algorithm can be adopted in this step. 

Finally, we also restore each pattern in FPint to original FP, and Figure 4.16 shows the 

detail of TranIII function.  The main difference between the algorithms of TranIII function 

and TranII function is step 10.  We generate size-j coarse spatial co-orientation pattern 

without checking the local support and the correct value of global support.  Consequently, 

we check this constraint from step 19 to step 23 to derive the fine temporal co-orientation 

patterns. 

 

Example 4.10  Given the spatio-temporal database STDB in Figure 4.1, the 2D string 

database STDB2D is shown in Table 4.5.  Let minLSup, minGSup, and the window-size w be 

33%, 67%, and 4, respectively.  Table 4.8 shows 2D strings of all size-2 fine spatial 

co-orientation patterns, and we assign a unique integer UID to these patterns.  Then we 

transform STDB2D to STDBint, as shown in Table 4.9.  Note that in this step, we insert a 

user-specified integer into a set Ij of a sequence V in order to ensure the correct length of this 

sequence if there is no size-2 fine spatial co-orientation pattern in the set Ij.  In Table 4.9, 

V2=< I1, I2, I3, I4, I5>=<(1,2,3,4)(5,7,9)(10)(1,2,3,4,6,8)(1,3,5,6,8)>.  Since there does not 

exist any size-2 fine spatial co-orientation pattern in I3, we insert a user-defined integer, 10, 
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into the set I3.  Table 4.10 shows the information of T after pruning non-frequent fine spatial 

co-orientation patterns.  Figure 4.17 shows these size-3 fine spatial co-orientation patterns. 

 

Table 4.8: UID of all size-2 fine spatial co-orientation patterns. 

UID Pattern UID Pattern UID Pattern 

1 
A   

{  B } 
(A<B, B<A) 

4 
  C  
{ B  }
(B<C, B<C) 

7 
  B  
{ E  } 
(E<B, E<B) 

2 
 A   
{  C } 
(A<C, C<A) 

5 
 C   
{  B }
(C<B, B<C) 

8 
  C  
{ D  } 
(D<C, D<C) 

3 
 A   
{ D  } 
(A=D, D<A) 

6 
  B  
{ D  }
(D<B, D<B) 

9 
  C  
{ E  } 
(E<C, E<C) 

 

Table 4.9: Example of a database STDBint. 

TID Sequence 
V1 <(5,7,9)(1,2,3,4,8)(5,7,9)(1,3,6)(1,2,4)(1,2,3,4,6,8)> 
V2 <(1,2,3,4)(5,7,9)(10)(1,2,3,4,6,8)(1,3,5,6,8)> 
V3 <(1,2,4,9)(1,5,7,9)(1,2,3,4,6,8)(5,7,9)(11)(1,3,6)> 

 

Table 4.10: Example of T in Figure 4.16. 

j UID l 2D String 
3 10 (1,3,6) (A=D<B, D<B<A) 
3 11 (1,2,4) (A<B<C, B<C<A) 
3 12 (5,7,9) (E<C<B, E<B<C) 
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Size-3  A      A      C    
  {   B } , {   C } , {   B }  
   D       B    E     
   p10     p11    p12    

                

Figure 4.17: Example of size-3 fine spatial co-orientation pattern. 

 

4.5 Experimental Results 

4.5.1 Experimental Design 

We evaluate the performance of CTPMiner and FTPMiner algorithms using synthetic datasets.  

Several factors affect the efficiency of these two algorithms.  Table 4.11 shows these 

parameters.  The synthetic data generation program takes a part of parameters in Table 4.11.  

Figure 4.18 illustrates the flow of experimental design and the processes of synthetic datasets 

generation. 

 

Table 4.11: Parameters. 

T Number of sequences 
D × D Size of an image 

F Average number of images per sequence 
N Total number of objects 
O Number of objects per image 
G Minimum global support 
L Minimum local support 
W Window size 
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Figure 4.18: Flow of experimental design. 

 

In order to simulate the sport video data, we assume the objects occurring in each video 

are selected from two distinct teams, the user-specified seed teamα and another team by 

choosing randomly.  Hence, we generate N/m teams, where m is the number of players per 

team.  In Figure 4.18, we assign the size of an image by user-specified parameter in the first 

step.  In the step of choosing O objects, we select O/2 objects from seed α, and the others 

from the team which is randomly chosen from (N/m－1) teams.  Then we generate the 

starting position of each object in the third step.  Finally, we generate a sequence of images 
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with the length of F×(1±γ) images, whereγis the percentage of average number of images 

per sequence F, by random walk in uniform probability distribution. 

In our experiments, we generates all images by setting D×D=6×6, m=10 andγ=0.2.  

Note that the convention of T1kF250N60O10G22%L5%W10, for example, means that the 

data set includes 1000 sequences, the average number of images per sequence is 250, the total 

number of objects is 60, the average number of objects per image is 10, the minimum global 

support is 50%, the minimum local support is 5% and the window size is 10 images.  We 

implement CTPMiner and FTPMiner algorithms in C++, and our experiments were performed 

on an AMD Opteron, 2.39GHz, 3.93G main memory PC.   

 

4.5.2 Performance of CTPMiner Algorithm 

We measure the efficiency of CTPMiner algorithm by the number of sequences, the average 

number of images in a sequence, the total number of objects, number of objects per image, 

and the minimum global support.  We set the number of objects per image to be ten in this 

section. 

 

 

Figure 4.19: Performance of CTPMiner algorithm on data set F80N60O10. 
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The execution times of CTPMiner scale up gradually with the number of sequences in 

Figure 4.19.  As shown, CTPMiner takes more time while the minimum global support is 

smaller. 

Figure 4.20 demonstrates that the execution time of CTPMiner increases dramatically as 

the average number of per sequence increase.  This is because that the size of database and 

the length of coarse temporal co-orientation pattern increase. 

 

 

Figure 4.20: Performance of CTPMiner algorithm on data set T1kN60O10. 

 

 

Figure 4.21: Performance of CTPMiner algorithm on data set T1kF100O10. 
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Figure 4.22: Performance of CTPMiner algorithm on data set T1kF100N60. 

 

As shown in Figure 4.21, the effect of the total number of objects is not obvious while 

the total number of objects increases.   

Figure 4.22 shows the effect of the number of objects per image while minimum global 

support decreases.  The runtime increases while minimum global support decreases with 

respect to the different number of objects per image. 

 

Moreover, we compare relative execution time between the stage of sequential pattern 

mining and the other stages (first stage and third stage), and we denote them as SeqMiner and 

Other, respectively. 
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Figure 4.23: Performance of CTPMiner algorithm on data set F80N60O10G22%. 

 

 

Figure 4.24: Performance of CTPMiner algorithm on data set T1kN60O10G26%. 

 

Figure 4.23 illustrates that the effect of number of sequences of SeqMiner is more 

obvious than the effect of Other as the number of sequences increases.  In Figure 4.24, the 

execution time of SeqMiner increases more rapidly than Other as the number of images per 

sequence is increasing.  As shown in Figure 4.25, the effects of total number of objects are 
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not obvious with respect to SeqMiner and Other. 

 

 

Figure 4.25: Performance of CTPMiner algorithm on data set T1kF100O10G25%. 

 

4.5.3 Performance of FTPMiner Algorithm 

We measure the efficiency of FTPMiner algorithm by the number of sequences, the average 

number of images in a sequence, the total number of objects, the number of objects in an 

image, the minimum global support, the minimum local support and a window size. 

We investigate how FTPMiner scales up with the increasing size of database.  We 

perform this increasing in two different ways.  The first is by increasing the number of 

sequences.  The second is by increasing the average number of images per sequence.  The 

execution times of Figure 4.26 and Figure 4.27 increase with the number of sequences and the 

average number of images per sequence, respectively.  This phenomenon is clearer in Figure 

4.26 and Figure 4.27 as the minimum global support is decreasing and the window size is 

increasing, respectively. 
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Figure 4.26: Performance of FTPMiner algorithm on data set F250N60O10L5%W10. 

 

 

Figure 4.27: Performance of FTPMiner algorithm on data set T1kN60O10G22%L5%. 

 

As the window size is increasing, Figure 4.28 shows how FTPMiner scales up.  The 

results for the data set T1kF260N60O10L5% with three levels of window size are shown in 

this figure.  As the window size increases, the execution times of FTPMiner increase more 

rapidly.  The main reason for the increase is that we generate more fine temporal 

co-orientation patterns and the length of fine temporal co-orientation patterns tends to be long 

while the window size was expanded. 
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Figure 4.28: Performance of FTPMiner algorithm on data set T1kF250N60O10L5%. 
 

 

Figure 4.29: Performance of FTPMiner algorithm on data set T1kN60O10L5%W10. 

 

 

Figure 4.30: Performance of FTPMiner algorithm on data set T1kN60O10L5%W15. 
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Figure 4.31: Performance of FTPMiner algorithm on data set T1kF350N60O10W10. 

 

 

Figure 4.32: Performance of FTPMiner algorithm on data set T1kF250O10L5%W15. 

 

In Figure 4.29 and Figure 4.30, we compare the execution time with the minimum global 

support.  As shown, the execution times scale quite linearly as the average number of images 

per sequence increasing and the window size increasing.  

Figure 4.31 illustrates that the runtime of FTPMiner increases gradually as the minimum 
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local support decreasing. 

 

 

Figure 4.33: Performance of FTPMiner algorithm on data set T1kF250N60L5%W10. 

 

As show in Figure 4.32, we investigate the scalibility while the total number of objects is 

increased.  The effect of this factor is not obvious as the range of total number of objects is 

from 40 to 60.  However, FTPMiner takes more time as the total number of objects is 20 

with same level of minimum global support.  This is due to the way of synthetic data 

generation.  While the total number of objects is 20, more size-2 candidate fine spatial 

co-orientation patterns are generated. 

Figure 4.33 demonstrates that the execution times of FTPMiner scale up more and more 

rapidly as the number of objects per image increases.  The reason is that there are more 

objects in an image so that more possible and frequent patterns are generated. 

 

Moreover, we compare relative execution time between the stage of sequential pattern 

mining and the other stages (first stage and third stage), and we denote them as SeqMiner and 

Other, respectively. 
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Figure 4.34: Performance of FTPMiner algorithm on data set F250N60O10G22%L5%W15. 

 

 

Figure 4.35: Performance of FTPMiner algorithm on data set T1kN60O10G22%L5%W15. 

 

Figure 4.34 shows that how FTPMiner algorithm scales up as the number of sequences is 

increased from 200 to 1000.  The execution times of Other increase more rapidly than the 

execution times of SeqMiner.   

However, the execution times of SeqMiner increase more rapidly than the execution 
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times of Other in Figure 4.35 as average number of images per sequence increasing.  This is 

because that we need to check more combinations of fine temporal co-orientation patterns in 

the step of SeqMiner. 

 

 

Figure 4.36: Performance of FTPMiner algorithm on data set T1kF250N60O10G22%L5%. 

 

 

Figure 4.37: Performance of FTPMiner algorithm on data set T1kF250N60O10L5%W15. 

 

As shown in Figure 4.36, the runtime of SeqMiner increases more rapidly than Other as 
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the window size is increasing.  This is because that the longer length of fine temporal 

co-orientation patterns is generated, and more data sets should be checked. 

Figure 4.37 shows the effect of minimum global support of SeqMiner is more obvious 

than the effect of Other as the minimum global support is decreasing. 

Figure 4.38 illustrates that the execution time of SeqMiner and Other increase while the 

minimum local support is decreasing. 

 

 

Figure 4.38: Performance of FTPMiner algorithm on data set T1kF350N60O10G20%W10. 

 

 

Figure 4.39: Performance of FTPMiner algorithm on data set T1kF250O10G24%L5%W15. 
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Figure 4.40: Performance of FTPMiner algorithm on data set T1kF250N60G16%L5%W10. 

 

We investigate the execution times of SeqMiner and Other with total number of objects 

in Figure 4.39.  As shown, the effects of total number of objects are not obvious with respect 

to SeqMiner and Other.  Because more size-2 candidate fine spatial co-orientation pattern are 

generated, Other takes more time than SeqMiner in entire process. 

As shown in Figure 4.40, the execution times increase so rapidly as the number of 

objects per image is increasing.  The effect of SeqMiner is more obvious than that of Other. 

 

4.6 Applications 

4.6.1 Analysis of Spatial Cognitive Development over Time 

In section 3.5.1, we utilize spatial co-orientation pattern mining to analyze students’ spatial 

cognitive development with cognitive maps.  In this application, we discover students’ 

common phenomenon at certain stage.  Furthermore, we could utilizey temporal 
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co-orientation patterns for analyzing each student’s portfolios of spatial cognition 

development over time in order to observe the forming process of most students’ spatial 

cognition. 

 

4.6.2 Discover Tactics from Sport Video Data 

In section 3.5.3, we have introduced that the interesting patterns in basketball game could be 

discovered just according to their relative direction.  The most tactic patterns of basketball 

competition are constituted of such spatial co-orientation patterns in time order.  Therefore, 

temporal co-orientation pattern mining is more useful for discovering tactics from play 

sequences of sport video data.  

For instance, Figure 4.4 is a famous tactics, the Triangle offense.  Before these players 

are set in a triangle, they are used to move in this sequence of images in Figure 4.4.  The 

direction of No. 8 player’s movement would be from left to right, and the direction of No. 31 

player’s movement would be from south to north.  No. 9 player would pass the basketball for 

No. 7 player and then the direction of his movement would be from south-western to 

north-eastern.  In Figure 4.4, the process of movement is revealed from f1 to f5.  
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